Researchers uncover an anomaly in the electromagnetic duality of Maxwell Theory
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Researchers at the Kavli Institute for the Physics and Mathematics of the Universe (WPI) and Tohoku University in Japan have recently identified an anomaly in the electromagnetic duality of Maxwell Theory. This anomaly, outlined in a paper published in Physical Review Letters, could play an important role in the consistency of string theory.

The recent study is a collaboration between Yuji Tachikawa and Kazuya Yonekura, two string theorists, and Chang-Tse Hsieh, a condensed matter theorist. Although the study started off as an investigation into string theory, it also has implications for other areas of physics.

In current physics theory, classical electromagnetism is described by Maxwell's equations, which were first introduced by physicist James Clerk Maxwell around 1865. Objects governed by these equations include electric and magnetic fields, electrically charged particles (e.g., electrons and protons), and magnetic monopoles (i.e. hypothetical particles carrying single magnetic poles).

So far, researchers have been unable to observe magnetic monopoles, yet theoretical predictions have pointed to their existence for several decades. A key implication of the existence of magnetic monopoles is the quantization of all electric charges in the universe, originally introduced by Paul Dirac in 1931.

"In four spacetime dimensions, electric charges are always integer multiples of some minimum number, if there exists a magnetic monopole," Hsieh, Tachikawa and Yonekura told Phys.org via email. "This is called Dirac quantization of charges."

Assuming the presence of both electric and magnetic charges, the Maxwell equations respect a certain symmetry, which is known as electromagnetic duality. This symmetry is attained by exchanging the electric charge and the magnetic monopole.

What happens to this electromagnetic duality when the system is quantized? Although this may seem like a natural question, very few studies have tried to answer it, particularly in situations where going around a particular path in the spacetime results in nontrivial duality actions.

"Now, let us come back to the string theory side of our study," the researchers said. "String theory has ten spacetime dimensions, and there is a higher dimensional analog of Dirac quantization. However, it is also known that some objects in string theory, called orientifolds, violate Dirac quantization."

Generally, when there is an apparent inconsistency in string theory, closer inspection tends to explain it and provide evidence confirming the theory's validity. While some researchers were able to partially explain the violation of Dirac quantization observed in orientifolds by considering anomalies of fermions, in a previous study, Tachikawa and Yonekura suggested the need for a subtler effect that involves quantum properties of electromagnetic...
"We found that the duality symmetry is slightly violated quantum mechanically," the researchers explained. "This is the anomaly studied in the paper. Moreover, the violation is precisely canceled against the violation of Dirac quantization in string theory. Our observations could thus help to save string theory from this inconsistency."

In their study, Hsieh, Tachikawa and Yonekura analyzed the anomaly they identified in the electromagnetic duality of Maxwell theory using two inter-related methods. First, they considered it as living on the boundary of a symmetry-protected topological phase of matter. "This is a point of view developed in the last several years by condensed-matter theorists, and one famous example is that gapless fermions appear on the surface of topological insulators," Hsieh, Tachikawa and Yonekura explained. "In our case, we consider 3+1-dimensional Maxwell theory as living on the boundary of a 4+1 dimensional topological phase of matter."

The setup used by the researchers is slightly different from those studied by condensed matter physicists, who typically focus on theories up to three spatial dimensions and one time dimension. The techniques usually employed by condensed matter physicists, however, could also be applied to this anomaly.

"Hsieh worked on the anomaly of 3+1 dimensional fermions from this point of view in his previous work, so we decided to combine forces to study the anomaly of the Maxwell theory in this manner," the researchers explained. "In the end, we found that the anomaly of the Maxwell theory we determined in this work was the same as the anomaly of 56 fermions previously determined by Hsieh in his paper."

The second way in which the researchers analyzed the anomaly in the electromagnetic duality of Maxwell theory involves string theory. More precisely, they considered it within the context of M-theory, which is believed to be the unification of all string theories.

Although electromagnetic duality is somewhat mysterious in four spacetime dimensions, it becomes manifest if considered from the perspective of M-theory. Moreover, M-theory provides a way to analyze how electromagnetic duality is slightly violated by what is known as a gravitational anomaly. The researchers were also able to use this theory to explain why the Maxwell theory has the same anomaly as 56 fermions.

"There is a huge amount of evidence that string theory is a consistent theory of quantum gravity, regardless of whether it describes our world or not," Hsieh, Tachikawa and Yonekura said. "Our work adds a small but new piece evidence that string theory is really consistent in a subtle and surprising way."

The analyses carried out by Hsieh, Tachikawa and Yonekura confirm the consistency of string theory, explaining the inconsistencies that they identified in their previous studies. In addition, their work provides interesting insight about Maxwell theory, which is one of the most studied physical constructs.

"Even 150 years after Maxwell introduced his equations, there are still so much to be discovered," the researchers said. "More concretely, it is often useful to ‘gauge’ a symmetry, which essentially means to make it both local and dynamical. The electromagnetism and the gravitation arise out of gauging the phase-rotation symmetry of wavefunctions of charged particles, and gauging..."
the general coordinate transformation of the spacetime, respectively. Our results imply that it is not possible to gauge the electromagnetic duality symmetry, due to its anomaly."

Although the recent study carried out by this team of researchers led to some interesting findings, it does not paint a complete picture of Dirac quantization in string theory. In their future work, the researchers thus intend to investigate this topic further, in the hope of making new fascinating discoveries.

"We would also like to understand more deeply the relation between the anomaly of a d-dimensional system and the symmetry-protected topological phases in (d+1) dimensions," the researchers said. "Many papers have been written on this issue, both by condensed-matter theorists and by string theorists, but there seem to be much more to be understood."
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